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Cross-Border Rescue as a Form of International 
Cooperation and Integration as well as a Remedy  
in the Process of Ensuring Societal Security –  
Selected Aspects of Organization of Cross-Border  
Rescue Operations

Abstract

Currently societal security is an area associated with a wide range of threats, and the elim-
ination of their sources or minimising their adverse effects requires fast and efficient rescue 
interventions. Ensuring security is one of basic obligations of democratic states, which organize 
and maintain various emergency entities for this purpose. The article presents an analysis of 
possibilities of a cross-border view on the issue of ensuring societal security in border areas and 
throughout the entire territory of a country, in particular regarding the possibility of undertaking 
international cooperation in organizing rescue operations using the forces and resources of 
other countries. The main focus was on identifying threats to societal security in border areas 
and on the remaining territory of countries in which the resources of other countries could 
be involved. Possible areas and dimensions of rescue cooperation were presented, as well as 
potential problems in organizing emergency operations were identified and possibilities of 
solving them were indicated.
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Ratownictwo transgraniczne jako forma współpracy 
i integracji międzynarodowej oraz środek w procesie 
zapewniania bezpieczeństwa powszechnego –  
wybrane aspekty organizacji transgranicznych  
działań ratowniczych

Abstrakt

Współczesne bezpieczeństwo powszechne to dziedzina kojarzona z szeroką gamą zagro-
żeń, których likwidowanie źródeł lub ograniczanie negatywnych skutków wymaga szybkich 
i sprawnych interwencji ratowniczych. Zapewnianie bezpieczeństwa należy do podstawowych 
obowiązków demokratycznych państw, które w tym celu organizują i utrzymują różnorakie 
podmioty ratownicze. W artykule przedstawiono analizę możliwości transgranicznego spojrze-
nia na problematykę zapewniania bezpieczeństwa powszechnego w obszarach przygranicznych, 
jak i na całym terytorium państwa, w szczególności w zakresie możliwości podejmowania 
międzynarodowej współpracy w organizowaniu akcji ratowniczych (ratunkowych) z użyciem 
sił i środków innych państw. Głównie skupiono się na identyfikacji zagrożeń bezpieczeństwa 
powszechnego w obszarach przygranicznych i na pozostałej części terytorium państwa, w któ-
rych likwidacji mogłyby być angażowane zasoby innych państw. Przedstawiono możliwe sfery 
i płaszczyzny współpracy ratowniczej, a także zidentyfikowano potencjalne problemy w orga-
nizowaniu działań ratowniczych oraz wskazano możliwości ich rozwiązywania.

Słowa kluczowe: bezpieczeństwo powszechne, zagrożenia, system ratowniczy, ratownictwo 
transgraniczne
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Транскордонне рятівництво як форма міжнародного 
співробітництва та інтеграції, а також інструмент  
у процесі запевнення суспільної безпеки – вибрані аспекти 
організації транскордонних рятувальних операцій

Анотація 

Сучасна суспільна безпека – це сфера, пов’язана з широким спектром загроз, усу-
нення їх джерел або обмеження негативних наслідків, що вимагає швидких та ефек-
тивних рятувальних інтервенцій. Запевнення безпеки – одне з основних зобов›язань 
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демократичних держав, які організовують та підтримують для цього різні рятувальні 
установи. У статті представлено аналіз можливостей транскордонного погляду на 
питання запевнення суспільної безпеки в прикордонних районах та на всій території 
країни, зокрема щодо можливості здійснення міжнародного співробітництва в орга-
нізації рятувальних операцій із застосуванням сил та засобів інших країн. Основна 
увага приділялася ідентифікації загроз суспільної безпеки в прикордонних районах 
та на решті території країн, в яких могли бути залучені засоби інших країн. Представ-
лено можливі сфери та рівні рятувальної співпраці, виявлено потенційні проблеми в 
організації рятувальних операцій та вказано можливості їх вирішення.

Ключові слова: суспільна безпека, загрози, система порятунку, транскордонне рятів-
ництво
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Introduction

One of crucial factors that determine the development of each area (state, adminis-
trative region, township etc.) as well as of people living or staying there, is assuring an 
adequate security level, associated with adopting diverse actions aimed at achieving (in 
the given geographical, economic or political space) a state of freedom from hazards to 
man (people), allowing the creation of conditions enabling his/their living and survival 
and development. The above mentioned dependence is transposed on the economic 
and touristic attractiveness of the given region and the situation of persons living there 
or present on the area temporarily.

In the above context it should be emphasised that the contemporary climate 
changes, civilizational progress and multidimensional human activity (among others 
economic, social, political, tourist and recreational activity, etc.), are essential gen-
erators of many hazardous situations of different nature and impact scale that affect 
societal security in a destructive way (everyday)1, endangering the life and health of 

 1 Societal security – state of civilisation surroundings and natural environment in which the citizens 
and their communities do not experience hazards for their existence or elementary life interests 
thanks to formal, institutional and practical guarantees of protection (…) to the life, health, property 
and environment in situations of hazards assured by the state. See B.R. Kuc, Z. Ścibiorek, Podstawy 
metodologiczne nauk o bezpieczeństwie, Wydawnictwo Menedżerskie PTM, Warsaw 2013, p. 18.
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humans and animals and the state of the natural environment in which they exist, as 
well as to state and individual property. In the context of exceptionally abundant and 
diversified catalogue of natural and civilizational hazards and their combinations, 
assuring societal security should be perceived as “a complex process of actions under-
taken continuously by man (people/society/authority etc.) with the aim of obtaining 
a state of freedom from hazards (at least temporarily), allowing his perseverance and 
survival and development in given conditions of surroundings (reality)” [1, p. 18].

The commitment to assure security is one of the key obligations and responsibilities 
of democratic countries, defined as “lasting relation of people permanently residing 
on a given territory, subordinated to superior authority” [2, p. 312]. The special role of 
the state and its authority bodies in this respect is emphasised by Mariusz Gulczyński 
who stated it is a “compulsory organisation empowered by attributed of a superior 
authority” [3, p. 108], which is “an obligation to provide protection of the existing 
order from external and internal hazards to the society residing on its area, which 
comprise co-dependent groups with differentiated interests, existential conditions 
advantageous appropriately to the potential of their economic position and political 
impact” [3]. When a formed state implements the obligation of assuring societal security 
it organises a rescue system and establishes and maintains all types of public entities 
and support social rescue organisations, which become incorporated into its structure 
once several criteria have been met by it. Entities functioning in the system take up 
rescue actions (appropriately to the type of hazard) to protect and rescue the life and 
health of people, public and individual property and the natural environment. The 
effectiveness of undertaken rescue actions depends on numerous factors, in particu-
lar on the time of their undertaking and adequacy (both quantitative and qualitative) 
forces and means indispensable to eliminate or limit factors that cause a hazard and 
adverse consequences of the crisis situation.

In the present study an attempt was made to describe possibilities and conditions 
of supranational utilisation of rescue potential of particular countries in the process of 
assuring societal security on cross-border areas, as well as on the entire territories of 
countries. The focus was oriented in particular on creating a definition of cross-bor-
der rescue and the identification and characterisation of key determinants affecting 
the efficiency and effectiveness of rescue actions. Hazards to societal security on 
cross-border areas and on the remaining territories of countries were identified, in 
which processes of elimination or minimising of adverse consequences may involve 
forces and means of other countries. In the context of selected hazards, a presentation 
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was made of possible spheres and dimensions of rescue cooperation, and also potential 
problems were indicated in the organisation of rescue actions which involve rescue 
entities from other countries, and possibilities of their solution have been outlined.

1. Cross-border rescuing – definition, threats and determinants  
     of effectiveness and efficiency of actions 

Rescuing is a polysemous term, which may be analysed in the material and the func-
tional aspect. The material approach identifies it as an element (subsystem) of the state 
security system defined as “overall means and methods for rescuing of human life and 
providing assistance of persons in conditions of risk, as well as for rescuing or securing 
equipment, premises and other goods” [4, p. 112]. On the other hand, the functional 
context associates it with rescue actions (emergency action/rescue action), which is 
defined in different ways in literature depending on the sphere of rescue. In entities 
of the State Medical Rescue (PRM) system they are described as a set of professional 
actions of first aid (emergency assistance) understood as medical rescue actions, pro-
vided in non-hospital settings to save human life and health in the event of sudden 
accidents and illnesses [5, pp. 69–71]. What is more, the undertaken actions are to 
impede the process of the patient’s health impairment, his stabilisation and preparing 
to the treatment process [6]. This is a rather extensive explanation. A more concise 
yet highly sectoral definition is applied in the firefighting nomenclature, according to 
which rescue actions pertain to “each operation aimed at protecting the life, health, 
property or the environment, as well as elimination of causes of a fire, occurrence of 
a natural calamity or another local hazard” [7]. A more generalised definition of the 
issues is provided by literature based on military sciences, which assumes that a rescue 
action (civil defence) is “an organised action aimed at achieving a certain goal, to ward 
off a threat from someone or something; to provide help” [6, p. 8].

The cited clarifications allow making the presumption that contemporarily in the 
general understanding rescuing in the functional aspect means provision (granting) 

“aid during various hazardous situations caused by the impact of natural forces and/
or human activity (intended or not intended), which during their occurrence impact 
an individual/people as a subject of security, posing a hazard to his/their life, health, 
property and the natural environment in which he/they exist” [2 or 15, p. 7].

Taking into account the topic of the study pertaining to the cross-border dimension 
of rescuing it should be emphasised that it refers to all rescue and assistance actions 
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undertaken at the time of occurrence of diverse threats (health, natural, manmade 
threats), by emergency entities of other countries under international cooperation. 
The provision of the above-mentioned assistance should take place with maximum 
minimising or elimination of limitations arising from the existence of state borders.

To be able to identify hazards to societal security, in the elimination or minimis-
ing of their consequences at the time of their occurrence foreign rescue units could 
become involved, in the first place it is necessary to define the term “hazard” and the 
concept “societal security”.

Literature offers many clarifications and interpretations of those terms. For the 
needs of the present article a definition of a threat was adopted based on the diction-
ary which explains that this is a “situation in which appears the likelihood of the 
occurrence of a state hazardous for the surroundings” [6, p. 172]. In practical terms 
this means that a hazard should be identified with a phenomenon that is undesired 
and onerous, “with an adverse impact on security” [8, p. 34] of man, perceived as 
a security subject. When interpreting the term of societal security, use was made of 
diverse explanations contained in literature. To start with we will make an analysis of 
the proposition of Bernard Wiśniewski and Jarosław Prońko who are of the opinion 
that it is a component (type) of internal security, and they describe it as a “state as-
suring the protection of life and health of the citizens and of national property from 
consequences of natural calamities and technical disasters” [9, p. 35]. This definition 
is of a rather general nature, which on the one hand points to significant values that 
require protecting (life, health, property, environment), and on the other hand it iden-
tified natural calamities2 and technical failures3 as a hazard to that security. The cited 
explanation suggests that the authors identify societal security with adverse situations 
(phenomena, events, etc.) “having a large scale of impact, the consequences of which 
pose a hazard to the life or health of a large number of persons, property (assets) on 

 2 Natural disaster – is understood as a natural catastrophe or technical disaster, the consequences of 
which pose a hazard to the life or health of a large number of people, to property on a large scale 
or to the environment on large areas, and the assistance and protection may only be effectively 
undertaken if extraordinary means are applied, in cooperation of diverse bodies and institutions 
as well as specialised services and formations acting under homogenous management. See Act of 
18 April 2002 on the state of natural disaster (Polish Journal of Laws/Dz.U. from 2002 No. 62 item 
558, as later amended), art. 3.

 3 Catastrophe – sudden and unexpected event entailing adverse consequences: material losses and 
severe injuries or the death of people. See [4, p. 60].
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a large scale or to the environment on large areas” [10, p. 26]. A broader explanation 
of this term has been provided by Bolesław Kuc and Zbigniew Ścibiorek. They state 
that societal security, frequently called everyday security, is a “state of civilizational 
surroundings and natural environment in which the citizens and their communities 
do not perceive any hazard to their existence, or elementary life interests, owing to 
assurance by the state of formal, institutional and practical protection guarantee (…) 
of life, health, goods and the environment in situations of risk” [11, p. 8]. Based on the 
cited terms it should be presumed that both indicated an identical catalogue of values 
to be protected, while hazards comprise a broad “spectrum of disadvantageous situ-
ations arising from mutual relations and interactions taking place between elements 
of a specific triad” [10, p. 27] comprising:
•	 man/people (subject of security) and actions undertaken by him/them;
•	 civilizational surroundings (artificial manmade environment), created as a result 

of material activity of man;
•	 natural environment comprising “all animate and inanimate elements of nature, 

strictly interconnected, that surround living organisms” [12, p. 20].
Assuming the above mentioned clarifications as a point of reference, it should be 

states that hazards to the societal security comprise all dangerous (difficult) situations, 
which may:
•	 cause injuries or lead to the loss of life or health of humans and other living beings;
•	 generate material losses to private or social (state) property;
•	 generate losses in the natural environment4, causing impairment in its state.

A complex of hazardous situations (phenomena) which may cause the above men-
tioned losses is considerably differentiated with respect to the type (nature) of hazards, 
as well as the scale of impact and caused losses. It comprises point events and spatial 
events, individual and mass events, caused by nature, forced and provoked by the ac-
tivity and behaviour of man, such as earthquakes, tsunami, floods, floods, avalanches, 
hurricanes, draughts, fires, accidents and catastrophes (transport, technical, chemical, 

 4 Natural (geographic) environment of man – total external conditions (physical, chemical, biological 
and social), having a direct or indirect impact, immediate or potential, on all activities of individ-
ual, his life, health and offspring. See: M. Hajder, B. Florek, M. Nycz, Klasyfikacja technologiczna 
zagrożeń wybranych obszarów Podkarpacia [in:] Innowacyjna gmina. Informatyka w jednostkach 
samorządu terytorialnego, M. Hajder (ed.), Wyższa Szkoła Informatyki i Zarządzania, Rzeszów 
2014, p. 75.
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ecological incidents), terrorism, sudden illness etc. Features that characterise the cited 
hazards to societal security, which put human life and health and his material values 
and the environment in which he lives at risk, include surprise and unpredictability 
of the place and time of their occurrence, variability of nature (type) and the scale 
of impact and the ensuing adverse effects. The above mentioned factors constitute 
the main determinants, which should be taken into account when organising rescue 
services and systems, whose task is to provide assistance in the event of a hazard.

In the context of the above presented broad catalogue of hazards to societal security 
and the features and effects accompanying their occurrence that characterise them it 
should be emphasised that the effective provision of assistance depends on meeting four 
elementary criteria, which in literature are called the 4W rule [13, p. 23]. This principle 
indicates that the anticipated effectiveness of emergency actions may be assured by 
their being undertaken in the appropriate place and time, assuring the appropriate 
forces and means with the desired qualitative parameters, adequate to the nature and 
magnitude of the adverse phenomenon. Each of the mentioned conditions (factors) 
has its value in the final rescue success, but key determinants of the effectiveness of 
responding to a hazard is the rate of responsiveness defined as the time lapsing from 
the occurrence of the event until the arrival of appropriate rescue resources [14, p. 117]. 
It is also worth mentioning that the timely arrival of adequate (appropriate amount 
and assuring the desired quality) rescue forces and means to the place of catastrophe/
event determines to a large extent possibilities of saving human life or health, as well 
as limiting pain or suffering. It provides an opportunity to minimise material losses 
to the property and to the environment.

2. Emergency subsystems in Poland – selected rescue organisations 
      and the scope of their responsibility
 
Taking into account the broad catalogue of hazards to societal security, which in con-
nection with civilizational progress and climate changes keeps expanding as well as the 
above mentioned determinants, it should be emphasised that the assurance of beneficial 
existence conditions to the society constitutes a serious challenge for the state and for 
its bodies, the task of which is the organisation of a rescue subsystem as an element in 
the state security system. It should be emphasised that the term of the security system 
should be identified as a “set of norms and legal guarantees, ways of organisation of public 
authorities including the determination of tasks in this respect as well as functioning 
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executive subsystems, which create formal and practical conditions for the protection 
of citizens from dangers putting their life, health, property and environment at risk”  
[15, p. 8]. It should be noted that taking into account the extensive set of hazards to 
societal security that entail the risk of the loss of life or health of people, as well as losses 
to the property and the environment, diverse organisations are functioning within the 
rescue system (state, non-government, commercial) specialised in specific spheres of 
rescue, which on their own and in cooperation with the others undertake rescue actions.

To depict the complexity of the problem let us analyse the selected rescue sub-
systems in Poland. Let us commence with provision of help in states of risks to life, 
which are caused by an illness or accident. The entity specialised in this particular 
field comprise the State Medical Emergency System, the structure of which comprises 
among others: medical emergency teams (ZRM) staffing ambulances, Air Medical 
Emergency Rescuing Teams (LZRM) handled by the Medical Air Emergency Service 
(LPR) and hospital emergency service (ER). Extinguishing of fires and granting help 
during natural disasters, technical disasters and other local hazards caused by the 
impact of natural forces or human activity is the domain of the State Fire Service 
(SFS) and other Fire Protection Units (JOP), especially voluntary ones, as well as Plant 
Fire Departments and Military Fire Departments (OSP, ZSP, WSP), Plant Emergency 
Services (ZSR), which at the request of the SFS are obliged to participate in emergency 
and firefighting actions. Provision of help in the mountains to people whose life or 
health is at risk and preventing accidents in the mountains as well as protection of the 
montane environment is the sphere of responsibility of the state, which is implemented 
by the montane security system established by the state, currently based primarily on 
the resources of the Mountain Volunteer Search and Rescue (GOPR) and the Tatra 
Volunteer Search and Rescue (TOPR). Security on inland water bodies in Poland is 
assured by numerous social and private entities. A condition for provision of services 
in this respect is obtaining a permit from the minister of interior for execution of water 
emergency services (issued on the basis of the act on security of persons present on 
areas of water bodies) and entry to the register of entities cooperating with the PRM 
system. According to information obtained from the ministry, this type of permit had 
been granted to 115 entities [16]. If we review their list we can see that a large part of 
them are organisations associated within the structure of the Water Voluntary Rescue 
Service (WOPR), which is a specialised association of a national range. The objective 
of operation of the above mentioned entities is organisation of assistance and rescu-
ing people involved in an accident or at the risk of the loss of life or health on water 
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bodies. The organisation of activities aimed at seeking and rescuing life on the sea 
and combatting threats and contamination of the maritime environment are tasks 
implemented by Morska Służba Poszukiwania i Ratownictwa (Polish Maritime Search 
and Rescue Service SAR). Assistance in the event of mining accidents is provided by 
mining rescue services, entrepreneurs and entities professionally involved in mining 
emergency services such as for example Centralna Stacja Ratownictwa Górniczego S.A. 
in Bytom (CSRG S.A). Provision of help to aircraft being at risk in the Polish air space, 
as well as provision of assistance to the crews and passengers of such aircraft and 
other victims who had suffered as an effect of air incidents (regardless of nationality 
of those vessels and people) has been entrusted to the Lotnicza Służba Poszukiwania 
i Ratownictwa (Air Search and Rescue Service ASAR). It should be emphasised that 
the above presented spheres of emergency systems and the associated emergency 
units constitute only a part of widely understood rescue. This is due to the fact that 
many other organisations are also functioning in this sphere, which cooperate with 
the above cited entities or which execute on their own specialised tasks oriented at 
rescue and protection of human life and health, or the natural environment. As an 
example activities of the Polish Red Cross (PCK) currently comprise education and 
provision of first aid during unexpected accidents, catastrophes or natural calamities, 
propagates blood donation and prepares the society to proper behaviour to adverse 
events [17, pp. 142–144]. Stowarzyszenie Cywilnych Zespołów Ratowniczych z Psami 
(STORAT, Association of Civil Rescue Teams with Dogs) is an organisation special-
ised in training rescue dogs (rubble search dogs, trailing dog, avalanche dog) used to 
search for missing persons or victims buried as a result of catastrophes and keeping 
rescue teams (dog with a guide, navigator), which support search actions carried out 
by other services (e.g. Police, GOPR, SFS) [17, pp. 149–151]. It should be emphasised 
that the spatial organisation of the rescue system in Poland, as well as in other coun-
tries, is correlated with the nature of threats that may occur on the given area. Some 
entities are distributed all over Poland. As an example in Poland this is the State 
Medical Emergency System and the national rescue and firefighting system (KSRG) 
with a particular role of the SFS, because the scope of their responsibility comprises 
threats that can occur in any location. Others, such as for example entities authorised 
to life-saving in the mountains, or on areas of water bodies (GOPR/TOPR, WOPR), 
Polish Maritime Search and Rescue Service SAR have been allocated on locations where 
hazards related to their scope of activity may occur. In both cases the key criterion for 
their dislocation in the time of arrival on the place of incident. However, it is worth 
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bearing in mind that due to economic limitations and unpredictability of the place 
where a hazard to the human life may occur as an effect of some hazardous situation, 
as well as the exceptionally short time in which the help should be provided to save 
lives, it is not possible to establish a system which could in fully assure the arrival of 
means and sources of the relevant rescue entity within the required time. The second 
problem in assuring adequate assistance is the magnitude of the adverse event, where 
provision of effective help requires involving significant rescue forces and means, which 
exceed the possibilities of the given country. Due to the above mentioned problems 
it is necessary to assure the joint operation of elements of rescue systems organised 
by particular countries both on a national scale and in the transborder arrangement.

Taking the above into consideration it should be emphasised that the nomencla-
ture of particular entities and systems that provide emergency services in Poland (as 
factually existing entities), use is made of the terms “emergency system” (such as for 
example the PRM system) or the “rescue system” (e.g. National Firefighting and Rescue 
System). However, in practice the above mentioned terminological diversification does 
not cause any disturbances in their functioning and cooperation owing to “coherence 
of protected values, which comprise human health and life, as well as property and 
the environment with respect to assuring the existential minimum of the population 
at risk” [18, p. 109]. Yet in order to be able to adopt order to the practice of research 
and coined theories, it is advisable to strive at having the terminology pertaining to 
the object of research standardised, and namely life-saving. A valuable proposal for 
solving of this problem has been provided by Paweł Gromek, who insists that the 
adjective “emergency” assures the executive nature to what it describes. On the other 
hand, the term life-saving has a much more extensive meaning, because – as noted by 
the author – it is associated with management and executory actions which comprise 
in particular emergency actions and activities [18, pp. 102–114].

3. Cross-border rescuing – selected organisational  
      and functional aspects and problems 

When exploring issues of cross-border rescue as means for effective assurance of so-
cietal security, it should be emphasised that the obligation of each democratic state 
is to protect the citizens staying on its territory, focused at the time of occurrence of 
a hazard on protecting life and health, property and the natural environment as a crucial 
existential factor. It should be borne in mind that each country as a sovereign subject 
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of international relations, has the right to create own security policy, including the 
establishment of the rescue system according to own discretion and determination 
od rules for its functioning on own territory, as well as beyond it. The sphere of state 
responsibility and impact is set out by its border, which forms a line delimited in the 
territory (beyond which state authority ends) and separates “the state territory from 
that of another country or from a territory not subject to exclusive national jurisdic-
tion” [19, p. 109]. 

Given the sovereignty of each state in the context of cross-border view to problems 
of assuring of societal security, in the implementation of which participate diverse 
emergency entities, it should be noted that key determinants which should decide on 
the need of using foreign rescue forces, is the possibly shortest time of reaching the 
victims (people at risk) and assuring the appropriate level of forces and means, adequate 
to the scale of the negative phenomenon and assistance needs. The cited determinants 
indicate that cross-border rescue cooperation may concern spot events (sudden illness, 
accidents, fires etc.), which takes place on the border and in the cross-border area where 
of key importance us the time necessary to arrive with assistance of relevant services as 
well as major catastrophes and calamities (i.e.: floods, tsunami, earthquakes, technical 
disasters, large fires etc.), in the case of which the effective elimination of risk requires 
the involvement of considerable specialised rescue resources with no exceeding of 
maximum time of arrival justifying the usage in operating activities. An example of 
such events may be catastrophic forest fires in Sweden in July 2018, the extinguishing 
of which involved forces and means from Italy, France, Germany, Lithuania, Denmark, 
Portugal and Poland (7 aircraft, 6 helicopters, 67 vehicles and over 360 rescuers) [20].

Carrying out deliberations concerning cross-border rescue cooperation, both in the 
cross-border zone, and on the entire territory of the country, it should be borne in mind 
that according to the sovereignty principle5 each country has autonomous responsibil-
ity for preventing, preparing, responding and elimination of consequences of hazards, 
and the role of other countries should be supporting and supplementing such actions. 

It should be emphasised that such a principle is applicable for functioning of the 
European Union Civil Protection Mechanism (UMOL) established in 2001 in the Eu-

 5 The constitutional principle of a legal democratic state remains sovereignty understood both in 
the external and internal aspects as well as control exercised by the sovereign or on the sovereign’s 
behalf over all public activities. See A. Sylwestrzak, Zasada suwerenności i kontroli w III RP na tle 
Unii Europejskiej, Gdańskie Studia Prawnicze 2016, Vol. XXXVI, , p. 405. 
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ropean Union, the main goal of which is to enhance and boost cooperation between 
the EU member states and six other countries that participate in it (Iceland, Norway, 
Serbia, Northern Macedonia, Montenegro and Turkey) in the field of protecting the 
population to improve preventing, readiness and response to catastrophes. It should 
be noted that two premises underlay the basis for establishment of the above men-
tioned mechanism. The first one was the awareness of signatories that the range of 
a natural disaster or catastrophe is not constrained by artificial borders delimited by 
man. The spreading of some threats is limited only by natural borders, and may affect 
concurrently one or several countries without any symptoms. The second one is the 
comprehension that the magnitude of the threat may exceed possibilities of response 
of each country (regardless of its wealth) and a single country is unable to cope with 
efficient and effective provision of help. Such an approach to the problem contributed 
to enhancing cooperation between the EU member states, as well as the above men-
tioned other six countries, and also the combination and integration of their emer-
gency potential with respect to civil protection to assure stronger and more coherent 
joint response to diverse hazards. The mechanism whose important element is the 
Emergency Response Coordination Centre, constantly (24 hours a day) coordinates 
the provision of help to countries afflicted by catastrophes and natural disasters, by 
resources of other participants of the mechanism under the so-called voluntary Euro-
pean Civil Protection Pool ECPP 6. Support measures comprise in particular: devising 
expert opinions and dispatching emergency experts and teams including specialist 
equipment to the area of the catastrophe indispensable to the effective execution of 
life-saving and humanitarian actions. The basis for functioning of ECPP resources is 
the compatibility of emergency teams, which assures the efficiency and effectiveness 
of response to the catastrophe. One of the methods adopted to achieve conformity and 
complementary nature of operation of emergency teams and their high efficiency are 
diverse training drills implemented under the mechanism and the certification of the 
state of their organisation according to homogenous qualitative criteria.

 6 European Civil protection Pool (ECPP) – rescue or medical teams, experts, specialist equipment 
or transport, declared by each country for quick dispatch to the scene of a disaster. At present 
ECPP is formed of 23 countries, which dispatch a total of 106 teams in 30 specialties, in which: 
urban search and rescue teams, teams and capabilities to fighting forest fires, medical emergency 
teams, equipment for water purification, large capacity pumping units etc. See https://erccportal.
jrc.ec.europa.eu/CP-Pool#/how_to_contribute/registration, (download: 27.01.2020).
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The described organisation and functioning of the mechanism indicates that it is 
an instrument primarily designated to combat large scale hazards that afflict a given 
country exceeding its response capacity. It should be emphasised that the procedures 
for dispatching emergency resources of other countries and their arrival on the scene 
of a disaster is calculated in hours, and in some cases even days. Hitherto experience 
connected with functioning of the mechanism suggest that in many cases a significant 
limitation in quick reaching of the catastrophe site by required resources was the lack 
of access of adequate aircraft to transport rescue groups and their equipment, as well 
as high chartering costs [21]. Given the above obstacles and the importance of time 
in assuring effective assistance, the signatories of UMOL have undertaken attempts 
at having this problem solved. Their endeavours enables the establishment in March 
2019 of a community reserve of emergency resources called rescEU. This component 
is to be constituted in particular diverse aircraft (airplanes, helicopters) for fighting 
forest fires and resources that enable responding to emergency situations that require 
urgent medical assistance, especially for medical evacuation and the establishment 
and functioning of a field hospital. Apart from the above mentioned technical capac-
ity, the rescEU reserve also comprises the accumulation of medications and medical 
means [20]. To assure the expected efficiency and capacity of the reserve pool, in 
addition financial mechanisms have been adopted enabling the establishment and 
maintaining by countries participating in UMOL of the needed resources, or their 
acquiring, renting or leasing by member states indicated by the European Commis-
sion [22]. According to the adopted assumptions, extension of UMOL by the rescEU 
reserve is to improve readiness of the European Union to respond to all types of crisis 
situations, and especially diverse natural calamities and technical, chemical, biological, 
radiological and nuclear disasters.

The situation is different for point events, involving individual persons, as well as 
large groups (mass events), which occur in the in the border area, and rescue success 
depends to a large extent on the rate of providing professional assistance in a short 
time, calculated in minutes. This applies especially to hazards to the life and health 
of people caused for example by an illness, accident7 (at work, during recreation, in 

 7 Accident – sudden event arising from an external cause related to the impact of natural forces or 
widely understood human operation (activity), leading to injury or death. Definition used by the 
author based on the act of 30 October 2002 on social insurance for accidents at work and vocational 
diseases (Polish Journal of Laws/Dz.U. from 2002 No. 199 item 1673, as later amended), art. 3.1.
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transport etc.), fires inside facilities where there are people, as well as threats which 
develop on the territory of one country and may spread onto the area of another 
one, causing a hazard for the life and health of people present in that area as well as 
property, natural environment etc., such as a moving cloud of toxic substances or 
contamination of water in a river. It should be noted that the nature of hazards that 
may happen on the border and in the cross-border region is to a large extent connected 
with geographic and spatial conditions of that region, in the first place comprising 
the level of land urbanisation and the ensuing population density, saturation with 
technical and economic (include industrial) infrastructure and its state, geographic 
conditions: geological, meteorological, hydrological features and others. An analysis of 
the boundary of Poland in this respect allows pointing to diverse hazards with a level 
of risk occurrence co-dependent among others on geographic conditions. The southern 
border is constituted by two mountain ranges – Sudetes and the Carpathians, which 
are characterised by a high intensity of touristic traffic. The carelessness of tourists 
is frequently a cause of numerous missing person cases or accidents, which require 
the dispatch of mountain rescue teams to search, to provide medical assistance, to 
evacuate the victims and persons at risk or other injured persons to units of the State 
Medical Emergency system (medical emergency teams / air medical emergency res-
cuing teams). The northern border is a maritime area, where the prevailing risks are 
those related with sailing, sinking of ships and also oil and chemical contamination 
of the maritime environment. The leading service in provision of assistance for such 
threats is the Polish Maritime Search and Rescue Service SAR. Along the western 
and eastern borders of Poland it has been established over natural watercourses and 
runs along main rivers (Odra, Nysa Łużycka, Bug, San), which pose a risk of a flood. 
Furthermore, depending on the occurrence of particular sources of hazards, cross-bor-
der areas are characterised by a high level of hazards connected with road and rail 
transport, fires (forests and vegetation as well as facilities situated there), release of 
toxic and harmful substances to the environment (air, water, soil) from lower-tier 
establishments and upper-tier establishments which may cause a serious industrial 
failure and the transport of toxic industrial substances, as well as a whole assortment 
of hazardous situations and accidents leading to a sudden health impairment of the 
people staying there. The main entities that provide assistance in challenges related 
to the above mentioned hazards comprise the State Medical Rescue system, along 
with the National Firefighting and Rescue System with the SFS and the remaining 
Fire Protection Units. 
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When analysing hazards to the societal security, which may take place in the 
cross-border area, it should be emphasised that achieving of high effectiveness of res-
cue actions requires their undertaking in a very short time. In many cases such times 
range from several minutes, as for example in the case of circulation arrest, where the 
time for application of resuscitation (hand massage, mechanical ventilation) is within 
the range from 3 to 5 min. and which is defined in medical literature as “3-minute 
principle” [23]. It should be emphasised that depending on the type of hazard and 
individual features of the organism of the afflicted person, time-related survival criteria 
in a hazardous environment tend to vary. Those can be minutes, hours and even days, 
as in the example of a miner, Alojzy Piątek who after a cave-in in a mine managed to 
survive for seven days under the ground without eating or drinking [24]. The above 
proves that in rescuing “lapsing time is always present in struggles of the rescuers 
undertaken in attempts at assuring survival of victims of accidents or fires” [1, p. 62]  
or in other adverse situations. It should also be emphasised that actions executed 
under the pressure of time may pose an additional hazard factor for the injured or 
for the victims, connected with the possibility of making conceptual errors in organ-
isation of a rescue action, as well as executory irregularities in the implementation of 
emergency activities.

4. Law and public administration in cross-border emergency cooperation 

Given the topic of this article it should be emphasised that a leading role in the organ-
isation of transborder rescue cooperation should be fulfilled by public administration 
on all organisational levels (central, provincial, county and commune levels). It is the 
obligation of public administration authorities to organise a rescue system and “to 
ensure cooperation of its particular elements, as well as coordination of undertaken 
actions by particular entities forming the system or acting in its favour” [25, p. 26]. 
Moreover, each of the levels and the associated bodies fulfils a different role and execut-
ed tasks associated with it. In general terms, the central level to a large extent handles 
the establishment of legal framework, devising plans, organisation and supervision 
of system functioning on the national level. The provincial level, the executory body 
of which is the provincial governor is concentrated on the organisation of a rescue 
system and assuring its effective functioning on the province level. Its basic task in 
the sphere of societal security is to assure cooperation of all bodies of government and 
self-government administration acting in the province and managing their activity 
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with respect to prevent threats to the life, health, or property and hazards to the envi-
ronment, as well as preventing natural calamities and other extraordinary threats as 
well as combatting and elimination of their consequences, according to rules specified 
in relevant acts [26]. Obligations of a provincial governor in this respect comprise in 
the first place the organisation and supervising of the: Emergency Communication 
System (SPR), the National Firefighting and Rescue System and implementation of 
an entire catalogue of tasks arising from the exercising functions of a body of emer-
gency management and head of civil defence in the province, the implementation of 
which is comprised by the response process. A review of provisions of acts on county 
and commune self-governments, as well as on fire protection and crisis management, 
allows the presumption that also those levels and the bodies that represent them are 
obliged to care for societal security and assuring correct functioning of elements of 
rescue systems acting on areas under its administration (communes and counties), and 
sometimes in extraordinary situations of threats to the life, health or the environment 
and their management [27].

Analysing problems of cross-border rescue in the context of tasks of public admin-
istration, as well as taking into account the sovereignty of countries it should be noted 
that establishment of legal basis and framework should be the role of central bodies. 
On the other hand, the obligation of authorities of lower public administration levels 
and those that rescue entities should be robust, based on an analysis of hazards and 
possibilities of response of resources (own ones and those of neighbouring countries), 
organised joint operations with respect to dispatching and granting help to persons 
in need by rescue services adequate to the type of hazard. A review of the sphere of 
legal regulations of the analysed issues from the perspective of the Republic of Poland 
it should be emphasised that with all the neighbouring countries, as well as certain 
farther ones, agreements have been concluded on cooperation and mutual assistance 
during catastrophes, natural disasters and serious accidents8. The cited documents 

 8 As per the legal status on 4 March 2020 the Republic of Poland has concluded agreements with the 
following countries:
•	 Agreement concluded by and between the Government of the Republic of Poland and the Gov-

ernment of the Republic of Belarus on cooperation in the field of preventing disasters, natural 
calamities, other serious accidents and the elimination of their consequences, drawn up in 
Białystok on 23 April 2015;

•	 Agreement concluded by and between the Government of the Republic of Poland and the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of Croatia on cooperation in the field of preventing natural catastrophes  
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specify rules for voluntary provision of assistance by agreeing parties, indicating 
especially [28]:
•	 bodies relevant for applying for help and acceptance of applications for their grant-

ing and their competencies;
•	 fields and forms of cooperation and granting help;
•	 rules for crossing the border and staying on the territory of the neighbouring 

country;
•	 requirements concerning the transport of rescue equipment and assistance objects 

over the border and the usage of aircraft in this respect;

and technical disasters and elimination of their consequences, drawn up in Zagreb on 17 Sep-
tember 2003;

•	 Agreement concluded by and between the Government of the Republic of Poland and the Gov-
ernment of the Czech Republic on cooperation and mutual help in the event of catastrophes, 
natural disasters and other extraordinary events, drawn up in Warsaw on 8 June 2000 ;

•	 Agreement concluded by and between the Government of the Republic of Poland and the Gov-
ernment of the Lithuanian Republic on cooperation and mutual help in the event of catastrophes, 
natural disasters and other extraordinary events, drawn up in Warsaw on 4 April 2000;

•	 Agreement concluded by and between the Government of the Republic of Poland and the Gov-
ernment of the Federal Republic of Germany mutual help in the event of catastrophes, natural 
disasters and other extraordinary events, drawn up in Warsaw on 10 April 1997;

•	 Agreement concluded by and between the Government of the Republic of Poland and the 
Government of the Russian Federation on cooperation in the scope of preventing industrial 
disasters, natural disasters and the elimination of their consequences, drawn up in Warsaw 
on 25 August 1993;

•	 Agreement concluded by and between the Government of the Republic of Poland and the Gov-
ernment of the Republic of Slovakia on cooperation and mutual help in the event of catastrophes, 
natural disasters and other extraordinary events, drawn up in Bratislava on 24 January 2000;

•	 Agreement concluded by and between the Government of the Republic of Poland and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Slovenia on cooperation in the scope of preventing natural disasters and 
other events and the elimination of their consequences, drawn up in Warsaw on 13 April 2005;

•	 Agreement concluded by and between the Government of the Republic of Poland and the Cab-
inet of the Ministers of Ukraine on cooperation and mutual help in the event of catastrophes, 
natural disasters and other extraordinary events and the elimination of their consequences, 
drawn up in Warsaw on 19 July 2002;

•	 Agreement concluded by and between the Republic of Poland and the Hungarian Republic on 
cooperation and mutual help in the event of catastrophes, natural disasters and other serious 
events and the elimination of their consequences, drawn up in Warsaw on 6 April 2000.
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•	 issues of managing rescue actions as well as their coordination and assuring of 
communication;

•	 rules related to bearing costs and compensatory allowances for losses borne by the 
rescuers during the execution of emergency actions.
A review of provisions of agreements concluded with adjacent countries has proven 

that in the Republic of Poland the body empowered to apply for assistance is the minister 
of the interior, along with bodies authorised by the minister. The only exception of the 
agreement concluded with Russia which stipulates that the competent body authorised 
to apply for help is the State Committee of the Russian Federation for Civil Defence, 
Extraordinary Situations and Elimination of Consequences of Natural Calamities [29]. 
On the other hand, as regards provisions of the above mentioned agreements related 
to adverse events and rescue entities, which on their basis could provide help, we 
can assume that the provision generally used in them “The Contracting Parties shall 
provide to each other assistance in the event of catastrophes, natural calamities and 
other extraordinary events that pose a threat to human life and health, to the property 
and to the natural environment, which cannot be fully or quickly coped with if own 
means are used of the Party requesting assistance” [28, art. 1], makes it possible to have 
them referred to all threats in the scope of societal security. The adoption of such an 
assumption indicates that practically all emergency entities operating in Poland may 
participate in the provision of assistance based on those agreements.

A review of legal regulations binding in Poland with respect to cross-border res-
cuing requires emphasising that in 2011 additionally a framework agreement was 
also concluded between the Republic of Poland and the Federal Republic of German 
on transborder cooperation in medical rescuing. Conclusion of that document was 
aimed at assuring “the best care possible with respect to medical emergency to all 
persons present in the cross-border area” [30, art. 2]. Regulations contained in the 
document apply for the entire cross-border area over the entire length of the border 
with Germany.

5. Dimensions of form and problems in cross-border cooperation  
     of selected organisations in the Polish rescue subsystem 

As regards topics of cross-border cooperation in the process of organising emergency 
operations on cross-border areas it should be emphasised that the entire organisational 
effort, both of administration and of the executory management and staff of entities 
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cooperating with each other, should be directed at quick organisation of recue actions 
and effective provision of help, comprising in particular rescuing the life and health 
of people, their property and the environment.

Taking into account the hitherto findings related to cross-border rescuing it should 
be stated that such cooperation (joint operation), may be implemented in three ele-
mentary dimensions: informative, material and physical dimensions. Furthermore, 
of principal importance is the information dimension, which refers to “refers to the 
freedom of information flow required to implement the entrusted tasks, comprehend 
the intention of partners being a foundation of cooperation aimed at achieving the 
assumed objectives” [1, p. 128]. It should be emphasised that of exceptional importance 
in the unconstrained and fast information flow is mutual trust of cooperating partners 
[31, pp. 32–33], which is built over years of joint operations. The material dimension of 
cooperation is connected with the usage of financial and material means remaining 
at disposal of cooperating partners (authorities, institutions and entities) [31, p. 33]. 
This dimension should serve as basis for planning and organisation of cross-border 
life-saving. On the other hand, cooperation in the physical dimension applies to all the 
joint actions and contacts of persons, institutions and entities acting together in rescue 
actions. It should be added that the physical dimension of cooperation, comprising 
all the training, logistic and interventional operations, serves as a basis for shaping 
mutual relations both in the institutional and personal dimensions.

As regards the above explications, it should be emphasised that effective and effi-
cient provision of help under cross-border rescuing requires cooperation by admin-
istration and recue entities on all the above presented levels. This cooperation should 
be based on jointly devised and agreed action plans, which form a certain kind of 
joint operation matrix. They describe who, what and when, using which resources of 
forces and means, specify the leading entity (and the commanding entity) according 
to which legal basis at the time of occurrence of the event in the elimination of which 
resources from the neighbouring country be involved.

A review of the contemporary Polish reality in the context of the subject of this 
article gives rise to the presumption that cross-border cooperation in the above out-
lined spheres between Poland and the neighbouring countries is highly differentiated. 
Cooperation is developing best in the material dimension which is boosted by the 
possibility of involving financial resources from the EU to cover the implementation 
of investment projects. Presently under EU programmes that support cross-border 
cooperation implemented were numerous acquisitions of equipment and delivered 
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were many training courses9. Those projects are aimed at enhancing the equipment 
base of the partners and improving the execution of emergency operations. They allow 
achieving the anticipated quality standards related to the equipping of services and 
skills of the staff.

As regards the sphere of organisation and execution of rescue actions it should be 
assumed that in this respect a lot of problems exist as well as a considerable differen-
tiation in relations with foreign partners. In the sphere of medical rescue operations 
comprised by the responsibility of the State Medical Emergency System (PRM), it 
should be noted that in this respect a lot of investment and training projects have 
been implemented, nevertheless no direct actions of rescue teams on the territory of 
a neighbouring country have been implemented yet [32]. The most advanced operations 
aimed at initiating cross-border medical rescuing take place at the German bounda-
ry, where intense works are being executed at the deployment of a pilot programme 
entitled “Model Region Frankfurt/Oder– Słubice”, which is aimed at launching the 
provision of medical emergency services on the area of administrative responsibility 
of partners by rescue teams operating on both sides of the boundary. Conclusion of 
a deployment agreement was planned for April 2019. However, due to procedural 
differences problems related to civil liability insurance of rescuers, as well as the need 
of changes to regulations binding in Poland in the scope of introducing permits for 
crossing of the border for medical emergency teams, yet this has not been done yet [32].

 9 The following may be indicated as an example:
•	 The Cross-border Cooperation Programme Poland – Belarus – Ukraine, the general objective 

of which is supporting cross-border development processes. And as regards thematic objec-
tives, indicated were tasks concerning joint challenges in the scope of security and protection 
as well as management of borders and security. More information: http://eu.ngo.pl/x/1923033, 
(download: 30.01.2020).

•	 The “Safe Borderland” Project implemented by partners from Poland and the Czech Republic, 
the objective of which is to raise cross-border readiness to taking up actions during the proces 
of solving difficult crisis situations by boosting the cooperation of all services Responsible for 
security. More information: http://www.bezpecnepohranici.eu/pl/, (download: 30.01.2020).

•	 The project called “Cross-border cooperation of Polish-Slovak mountain rescue organisations”, 
implemented jointly by TOPR and Horska Zachranna Służba, oriented as joint trainings and 
drills, under which the rescuers got prepared to taking up joint rescue actions and to the es-
tablishment of an effective and compatible system of obtaining, processing, passing over and 
usage of meteorological information. More information: https://www.hzs.sk/posilnenie-spo-
luprace-s-polskou-horskou-zachrannou-sluzbou/, (download: 9.03.2020).
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A review of the functioning of mountain emergency services (GOPR, TOPR), 
allows the presumption that as regards GOPR cross-border emergency cooperation 
to a great extent is limited to investment and training projects. Yet it should be added 
that sometimes happen joint operations organised in a spontaneous way on the basis 
of individual contacts of the rescuers, gained in the process of project execution. An 
example of such operations may be a rescue action performed by the Bieszczady Group 
of GOPR on 26 December 2019. In the evening, at 19:05 hrs., the centre unit in Sanok 
received notification requesting assistance in finding two men aged 18 and 19 years, 
who has been lost in the Bieszczady. Based on information obtained by phone it was 
possible to determine the place of departure, the planned route and the location of 
planned overnight accommodation of the two men. Despite all endeavours no contact 
with the lost men could be established, and it was also found that they did not reach 
the location where they intended to stay the night. A decision was made to dispatch 
patrols to investigate the assumed route and possible alternative options, search for the 
lost men and possible traces. During the implementation of actions help was requested 
of Horska Zachranna Slużba (HZS) from Slovakia, from where two patrol teams were 
dispatched. Due to the possibility that the missing persons could have crossed the 
border with Ukraine officers from the Ukrainian Border Guards from Stużyca were 
asked for help as well as mountain rescuers from Uzhgorod (equivalent of GOPR in 
Ukraine). The efforts of all the involved parties allowed finding the missing persons 
around midnight close to the township Nova Sedlica (Slovakia); they were in the initial 
phase of hypothermia, they were wet and scared. What is more, the operation was 
executed in very difficult winter conditions. Its execution involved 24 rescuers from 
the Bieszczady GOPR Group, four rescuers from HZS and nine officers and rescuers 
from Ukraine [33]. An analysis of the operation of TOPR with respect to cross-border 
emergency cooperation with HZS of Slovakia indicates that this is a process formalised 
by cooperation agreements concluded by those organisations from 2004 [34] and on 
provision of aviation technique services on montane areas from 2016 [35]. Pursuant to 
the first of the agreements, the above mentioned organisations recognise each other’s 
qualifications and organisational, technical and training powers, and undertake the 
obligation of cooperation during rescue actions in the area of the state border in the 
field of rescuing: on the ground, from the air, in caves, in avalanches (with search and 
rescue dogs) and for skiers. It should be noted that emergency operations are taken 
up at the request of one of the parties to the agreement. The second of the mentioned 
agreements pertains to the possibility of using a TOPR helicopter at a charge by HZS 
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for needs of emergency operations on a montane area and for the search of tourists 
and transport of bodies. This document specifies specific rules for ordering and us-
ing the helicopter and regulates payment conditions. A review of the functioning of 
TOPR in the years 2015–2019 in the context of topics undertaken in the present article 
enables making a presumption that in the examined period rescuers of TOPR have 
implemented 26 emergency activities in Slovakian mountains, of which 22 times with 
the use of a helicopter (according to data of TOPR as per 31.12.2019).

Making an analysis of the operation of the SFS and other Fire protection Units, 
the tasks of which comprise executing rescue and firefighting actions at the time of 
several threats related to societal security (fires, natural calamities, catastrophes and 
technical and transport disasters, etc.), in the context of topics taken up in this article 
it should be noted that actions in the field of cooperation of emergency services in 
cross-border areas are of an organised and scheduled nature. For years representatives 
of the SFS have been participating in works of intergovernmental committees and 
boards assigned with coordination of cooperation in this respect, and in such a way 
contributed to enhancing the level of civil security for all residents on both sides of 
countries neighbouring on both sides with Poland [36]. Under the above mentioned 
committees and working groups for counteracting catastrophes, emergencies and 
natural calamities and combatting their consequences that exist in their structure, 
actions are undertaken aimed at the devising of methodological instructions for fire 
service units participating in mutual assistance between the Republic of Poland and 
all countries neighbouring with it [36]. Such documents regulate such issues, as:
•	 type and scope of cooperation,
•	 indication of contact points specialised in organisation of joint operation,
•	 regulation of principles for the flow of information pertaining to the occurrence 

of hazards and their evolution, as well as dispatching forces and means,
•	 organisation and execution of rescue and firefighting actions in the cross-border 

zone by resources of a neighbouring country [37].
The state of advancement of works on the preparation, agreement and introduction 

of the mentioned documents varies. Until now instructions for the Czech Republic 
has been agreed and implemented, while with the remaining neighbours their drafts 
are being negotiated [36]. It should be added that in the Lower Silesian province based 
on the above mentioned instruction an operating document has been drawn up in 
the form of a plan [38], which is used every day to secure the safety of people in the 
cross-border zone. In accordance with provisions contained in the plan, the Polish 
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party indicated nine Rescue and Firefighting Units and 23 Voluntary Fire Service units 
for needs of providing mutual emergency assistance in the cross-border zone. On the 
other hand, the Czech party has authorised six units of the state fire service and 16 
voluntary units to undertake emergency operations [39]. An analysis of its practical 
utilisation indicated that in 2019 forces and means of Rescue and Firefighting Units 
from the area of Lower Silesia were dispatched 13 times in the agreed mode for rescue 
actions on the territory of the Czech Republic [40]. On the other hand, in the same 
period resources of the state fire service in the Czech Republic participated in the 
extinguishing of nine fires and the elimination of consequences of five local hazards. 
Those operations involved 34 teams of state fire service and 15 teams of voluntary 
fire service [41].

To recapitulate one should emphasise that the nature of contemporary cross-border 
hazards in the sphere of societal security is highly differentiated and multidimensional. 
Their intensity and scale of impact may considerably infringe on conditions of exist-
ence and development of man. The quoted dependence imposes on bodies and entities 
responsible for assuring of such security the necessity of „performing intense studies 
on the sources of their generation, effective forms and methods of their detecting, 
monitoring, minimising and potentially eliminating their consequences” [42]. In 
the process of assuring security the main criterion should be the guarantee of quick 
response, including also the involvement of the rescue potential of other countries 
to achieve this objective. To assure the correct rescue cooperation of all resources in 
neighbouring countries, a strategic and complex approach to the problem should be 
adopted along with reciprocal involvement of neighbouring partners to achieve goals 
stipulated in the agreements by the authorities and rescue components functioning 
in the given country. The process of solving the handled problems requires the in-
volvement of top management, as well as of the executory staff both in administration 
and in rescue services to achieve the anticipated effectiveness in cooperation of rescue 
systems working in neighbouring countries. The coordination function in striving 
at achieving high efficiency of joint operation should be the task of interior ministers 
and local public administration bodies within the scope of their decision-making re-
sponsibilities on particular levels of state organisation. Furthermore, implementation 
of arrangements and execution of tasks should involve the management of particular 
emergency institutions and their staff on all levels of organisational structure.
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